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Letter from the Editor:
Thanks for visiting us. Why now? Why these poems? Let’s begin with Helen Cixous’
Three Steps on the Ladder of Writing, and what she calls the three essential areas for
“great” writing: “The School of the Dead, The School of Dreams, and The School of Roots.”
from The School of the Dead

1 We Need a Dead(wo)man To Begin
2 That the Act of Reading or Writing
Be a Mortal Act; or, Reading/Writing,
Escape in Daylight
3 What is Reading? It’s Eating on the Sly
4 The Author’s Crime Has It’s Legend
5 The Author Is in the Dark; or, the Self-Portrait
of a Blind Painter
6 The Inclination for Avowal
7 Towards the Last Hour
8 We Need the Scene of the Crime
from The School of Dreams

1
2
3
4
5

Staring at Length at the Face of God
The School of Dreams Is Located Under the Bed
Dreams Our Masters
The Tastes of the Secret
The Dream Teaches Us: The Pure Element of Fear

We could go on; Cixous does, beautifully, but the point is all these poems begin with
the death of a poet
and end with a crime scene and a dream. With so many
questions between.
As always, we are so grateful to our wonderful contributors, and everyone else who
joins us.
Enjoy,
Kara Dorris
Editor-in-Chief
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“Stain every page—stain every song I sing, every word I say, bloody drops,
Let them know your scarlet heat—let them glisten,
Saturate them with yourself, all ashamed & wet,
Glow upon all I have written or shall write, bleeding drops,
Let it all be seen in your light, blushing drops.”
~ Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass
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C.J. HEAD
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LEONORE WILSON
Letter to Tsvetaeva
You who were afraid of cars, of elevators, of
Wide-open spaces, who lost your
Way in unfamiliar surroundings; you
Marina, of salty peasant eyes,—
Today in March on the white verandah
Of a loaned ranch house,
I heard Rimsky-Korsakov’s string
Quartet from old St. Petersburg.
What ordinary human happiness
Unwound from simple wooden
Instruments, what onslaught of doyenne
Tenderness, what breath in
Verse; yes I thought of
You, my comforter, with your profound
Indifference to certain rules
And taste, your poverty, your
Hardships, the tragedy
Within yourself, how you said
You terribly disliked living—
No it was not the daily scavenging
For frozen potatoes or small cheap
Apples; it was not the growing
Isolation or the catastrophe
Of war, no it was the deadliness
Like a hangman’s noose
Inside your chest, the hatred
Of self that taunted your heart
Such that you ran from one lover
To the next steeped in a snowstorm
Of unimaginable longing; you
Who tried on death so many times…
Forgive me, I hoped to leave you a
Seat next to the blooming rosemary
But so many came to listen
And I could only imagine
Your glance, heavy and inquisitive,
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Your grey face nodding
With the protective shield
Of grief. I wanted to say,
Stay spirit, stay fill your empty
Glass with the ripening music
Of the hour in the very bell
Of the living as bow string touches
Bow, as the velvet tulips open
To the gentle pulse of moths.
Oh you with steely posture, always
Playing Job, take the youthful
Hand of the eager violinist, the one
Whose hair is bundled wheat,
With tiny bruises like blue badges
Around her jaw, where
Holding up the notes has punished
Her in ardor; Marina
Maybe then the shame that knit
Your brow would flee, and the succor
You only dreamed of
Like a forgotten book
Would open as once it did
When you were a child at Three Pond Lane,
When your future was brighter
Than rowan berries’ flame or
The ring of dusky campfires
You lit that lasted all through dawn.
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Translucent Body
“Not to find myself touching the other side of transparency, but my own transparency.” Clarice Lispector on
the Berne Cathedral

A few shine in the great dark of the Pacific-sprawl over the pitted limestone, the nipped sand
in the silence so that they make the scars glow as they pour
over the grooves and striations like holy chrism
on the sick, the infirmed--- creatures soft as infant-flesh,
fontanels, transparent as Lucifer before he fell
from the heavens—disc of the god-body as it dissolves on the palate….
Ah, eye-lid of Christ, morning glories languish among the bluegrass
as what touches the heart refracts the light
so tenderness shines deep-kneeled in song like the dividing pearl-cell
of the amnion. I listen to Schumann’s arabesque
at dusk, to the boy-artist Kismet as he touches the white keys then the black,
and he heals the ineffable mystery of each small sorrow I’ve
kept; he loves my child-dark thoughts encouraging me to walk wild
into estuaries, to fix myself like the moon-jellyfish, the cat’s eye
inured to the ocean’s brunt, inured to the blowouts of my mother’s anger
and my mother’s fists, so that I am the crescendo of the waves
themselves—emptied, exiled—and flourish as the old hermits of Egypt did,
those who dug their own graves, and wept in them daily so they’d never get lost…
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Franck’s Sonata in A Major
Like a long-tailed star, lamp beating beneath your skin, the violin—
waves, white-caps entombed, always since you heard it first,
imagined Swann hearing it to in a drizzly cold café in Paris, or
Neruda lighting a cigarette or biting an apple as if it were a note,
both embracing the shoals of music, writer and composer enjoined,
a sort of love-cycle—violin and piano intertwined, the cry of each
how it calls and calls again like a suitor at Penelope’s window, the unraveling
and raveling of the loom, this undertaking, distillation
like the animal sense of loss when my mother played it with all the weight
of Tellemachus in her fingers, this longing to be safe
and whole, thick sorrow edging there, the wanting-to-be-listened-to,
half-mated desire when she’d turn down the stereo
just to hear the strings, the croon, while she sat at the white keys,
and then the resting between movements, quivering pelt of silence,
brookwater held between stones while the lodestar of language gathered up,
the blending of instruments—morning moon against sunrise,
o this music that idled in you all through childhood, unsortable mix
of sorrow and desire, gene pool that echoed and ached, unsettling
yearning, bleating memory of it in your mouth like the host, albifying
the shadow-stricken earth, swinging like a censer, suffusing the air
with its gnomic wisdom, this pitch, blue milk of the indivisible, your own private Troy.
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ELEANOR BENNETT
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J/J HASTAIN
from Luci a Forbidden Soteriology
2:
The angels’ details are ulterior organs within me: their sapphire and rouge
robes, their eccentric anatomies, how they smelled of mulch and sawdust,
monkey-bar sourness on the hands of aggressive children.
In many accounts of the visitations of angels in human history, people have
indicated that the angels appeared to them in “times of need” (threat of an
accident, the possibility of dying, to save them from drowning, etc.) I was not
aware of any unfulfilled need in me when they came for me, but ever since their
visitations, I have felt that I am wrought with an aching need that can never be
sated.
I am trying to say, as a vulnerable human, that when they first came for me I
felt a psychic virginity being broken and I felt that breakage physically: in my
whole body.
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3:
I have been studying about angels as if I am ravenous for them. I don’t feel
ravenous, I feel haunted, possessed. I have stopped telling my girlfriend about
the visitations (past and present) not only because of the look on her face
when I begin to speak of them, but also because I hope (when I speak of them
to my loved ones) for respite from the visitations. That respite is something
she has told me that she just can’t give. To me, “I don’t understand” is never a
reason to not find ways to offer but perhaps I am different than others in
regard to this.
The word angel is derived from the Greek word “angelos” which means
messenger. The Persian word for angel (“angaros”) means courier. What if
after the visitations I was not left with any single or simple comforting or clear
message? Isn’t it the role of a courier to take something pre-determined and
drop it from Point A to Point B? Doesn’t that seem clear enough? Perhaps
there are angels who are not the bringers of a specific message, but instead
bring a certain feeling which from the moment of its inception, acts like a
carnivorous disease?
I stand here day in and day out in a kind of shock, looking at an impossible
moon from which I can never look away. Is this moon anatomically designed
for me?
What I know is that during these visitations, and what remains in me after
them, I am sure that these angels are eating me as their meat.
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4:
The first time I was visited by an angel (what would later be a reoccurring
hoard of visitations by many different angels), it was multi-headed (sort of
Hydra-like, but with many Barbie-and-Ken heads as well as other bulging
parts on one central body) and exhibited cyclotron capacity. The heads bent
and curved around where I remember thinking that, if this was an angel, the
wings should be. One of the faces was a fully extant and bending non-erect
male genital. During the visitation, the genital dangled from above me but
sort of extended over me from under me (like a lover offering another lover
grapes?) brushing my mouth. I remember being unsure of what head or
anatomical part to stare into because it was as if I was being stared into by
many parts from many sides at once.
Does the appearance of a demanding, multi-headed angel take away my own
sense that I have agency in my body? At that moment it did, certainly. And the
feeling of that moment sort of hovered with me for months afterward, until
the next visitation. The feeling was cause of many seizures, uncontrollable
weeping, and a recollection that had no narrative attached to it: simply color,
the color of a pigeon’s neck when it is moving in the sun.
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6:
I really just want to know: do angels leave tracks in the snow?
Because I felt myself die after each visitation, I wonder if these angels in fact
came to me as a way to cleanse me of myself by way of implanting things
other-than myself within me? Their presence and pressure affected me
physically: was formative in not necessarily strictly positive or strictly negative
ways.
Oh reoccurring angel making me sing to myself, rock uncontrollably! Making
me stand up and look through my window at just the right moment so that I
could see the couch that a neighbor had shoved aside as detritus, burning
wildly even though it was surrounded by and saturated with snow.
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JEANETTE GERACI
God, What Do You Know of Confinement?
Don't tell me Solitude is sacred.
You, with your cruel justice—
You are boundless:
My groin.
His.
The space between,
its cramp of electricity.
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I Alone Could Tell My Story
If I described a window—
said, "it's made of glass"—
you might assume
that it's delicate,
transparent.
It's not.
The glass is thick.
It distorts everything.
*
My father always said,
"Everything is real."
It's not real.
No one will tell me what it is,
but they'll let me touch it.
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ELEANOR BENNETT
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FLOYDD MICHAEL ELLIOTT
Arguing with Mr. Bones
You’ve come undone I say to myself as
I lay out on white linen. The ache
of the space surrounding my head pushing in. Terrible
oppressor, oh Henri you domineer me so, you unwieldy force from generations before &
I am all silly-putty and broken Lego pieces again. The depths
of my vision still unplumbed and I barely scrapping by, my waters too viscous to drink,
to be of any use at all, & those skeptical rubbernecks looking on as I follow words with silence &
then words again, & is there a law against me yet?
Please, tell my unraveling second-hand-self the truth.
I’ve got only so many orphaned lines left, only so many more
birthdays to forget, & I can’t keep myself from the laying down, from the pulling of the string on my sweater vest, from your gravity.
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When I Wished Slowness upon Myself
As a child I kept
a book by my bed
that spoke of a window pane
made of a glass
that slowed down
the images that passed through it – a lifetime’s worth
of dull moments – afterimages of a slowness that I wished upon myself when I knew nothing of the corridors, the riverbeds, & the stone
faces of aspirations
carved out of weather. I
only knew of how
the throat closes in anticipation of danger, of
how I once gathered
rocks
in my backyard to fend off
the snakes
after the rain.
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Ministrant
I hid in Cain’s golden field, felled by an argument I could not overcome. It hit me
underneath sensitivity, in the corner of my mind that I still tussle with when the wind
rustles the leaves harsh enough to catch my breath, when the swaying of the fields is
forceful enough to make me bow down, humbled. When you are not here, Lord,
there are no words, only hisses, sighs, sounds of distant diesel, maybe a dog. When
you are here, you can lay yourself down, beside my left hand, and I can bless you.
But I won’t, I think. I won’t bother. We could
have had the same wager, but we did not see the
same horizon, and when the drought hit our
tongues, nothing but some blood from my brow
sated me. There was an argument once for
resilience, for the burden, but who am I in these
bowls of dust, who am I when the scythe falls
cold. I cannot speak of you, I cannot become. I
am only a last refrain: I am not alone, I am alone.
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SUSAN GUNDLACH
A Ten-Year-Old Skating
For some reason, I’ve held on to this winter memory of my younger self:
a tired and hungry skater, heading back across thick, crackling ice,
as, from beneath me, the lake sent lightning echoes outward.
A younger child might have been afraid of those fearsome groans,
but I loved the noisy ice that kept me company as I glided toward home.
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DANIEL JAMES SUNDAHL
The Cipher-Stick
For you are a trustworthy messenger
Cipher-stick of the lovely haired Muses,
Sweet mixing-bowl of kind-sounding song.
--Pindar, Odes, "Olympian VI"

My father and I stand with a catch of fish,
Pike, long and slender, dark-green back-scales,
Yellow bellies smooth to touch.
I have a trolling rod; I unreel a bit of line.
My father hands me a dare-devil, red and white,
One side polished to a silver glitter; I remember
The warm day brought out hatches of mayflies
Dying in abundance to share our luck.
He fills his beer can, sinks it beneath the surface;
We have bread and cheese, sausage for lunch
Things slip out of grasp, one order of things
Drops into that split vision memory gives us.
But that was long ago, so far away that now
I think of it as a dream I probably never had.
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ELEANOR BENNETT
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DARREN DEMAREE
A Brief Suspension of All History #4

As far as is possible, the mirror
roots the fragmentary self, gives
a picture to the non-existence
of your own image. You are real.
I love you. I wish we had a sky
with stars you would believe in
more than your own hidden light
& if you could do that, I’m sure
I could talk you out of God as well.
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BETH SK MORRIS
Supermoon Over Spanish River Beach
Like an ancient caryatid, the young woman stands
in front of us framed against the twilight. Except
for occasional adjustments of her Nikon, resetting
the legs of her tripod, she waits. Her father, our
appointed sentinel, hovers beside her, checks
the camera, his watch, makes impatient circles
in the sand with his toe. Not quite moonrise, we wait
on the beach straining our eyes towards the horizon.
Anxious for the show to begin, I haul myself out
of my chair, wander up the beach to scout the other
gazers restless for the Supermoon to announce itself.
I pass young couples making out in the darkness,
the scent of pot floating out to sea from their blankets.
Children in bathing suits, still wet from their afternoon
swim, now huddle together under their towels,
encircled by lanterns and candles in the night air.
Our sentinel points to a narrow disc emerging
in the distance. A chorus of “oohs, aahs,” “wows!”
begins to erupt across the shore. Cameras click, phones
flash to welcome the full moon as it slides above the sea
towards us, a paean to the Lunar Perigee: moon, earth,
and sun aligned; a heavenly string flaunting its colors
at the water below. In celebration I start to sing:
Shine on, Shine on Harvest Moon…Moon Over Miami-and I wonder: What did the Tequesta and Jeaga
do when they watched this great copper sphere rise
over the same sand a thousand years ago? Did they
croon corny ‘moon songs’ around their bonfires?
smoke wild mushrooms to honor the Moon Goddess?
How did they sustain the moment, hold the memory
for their children, their children’s children without
a zoom lens or an i-Phone to record it?
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The crowd starts to drift away, heading home,
no doubt, to watch the next episode of some
Sunday night serial on tv. We’re the only ones
left on the beach. My husband prods me, asks
if it’s ‘time to wrap it up.’ I tell him, ‘give me
ten more minutes,’ but I would rather stay
behind, weave ‘moon stories,’ chant and dance
with the Jeaga and Tequesta until dawn.
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M.A. SCHAFFNER
The Ellen Marx Solution
If the kids we never had became like us
we’d have our current worries magnified
by what we couldn’t do to ease their pain.
Better just us two as the story staggers
to its inevitable end, even if
either of us must walk alone awhile.
Though better if that should never happen
and chance arrange that we end together.
Or we do it, you know – go out some day,
get ice cream, see a movie, then come home
to the best and last of our usual days.
Pour a glass of wine, chat on the porch,
then say good-bye. But not to each other.
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HALEY VAN HEUKELOM
Nine Meditations on Dust
1.
It was morning all afternoon.
It was raining,
and it was going to rain.
Dust gathered in corners
like leaves in gutters.
2.
Have you seen
the Milky Way
in late winter?
It’s dust
that dresses the stars.
3.
The house and its tenants
are one.
The house and its tenants and its dust
are one.
4.
No matter how many times
I sweep dust onto the porch
barefoot June brings it back.
5.
I do not know which to prefer:
these clean-swept cracks in hardwood
or the accumulation just before.
6.
The boxes I’ve saved hold glitter
from two moves ago, hair
from a dog who died last July,
a shard of unnamed nail or bone
that will follow me to the next.
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7.
My mind and I feel differently
about the dusty squares left behind
by moved bed frames, like the dry
aftermath of collapsed buildings.
Not enough,
but enough.
8.
What makes morning sunlight
beautiful is not its yellow
or its shadows.
It’s the river of ash in it.
9.
I am wounded by dust.
By the follicles of hair and skin still in it.
By how long the fingerprints stay
after the hands have left.
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Poem without Sacrifice
Mountains will hold onto you.
You think you can just move
away, love Mt. Princeton and Long’s Peak
once you’re back, but you
are wrong. You don’t know
calcite will betray you. Here it tastes
like salt, but breaks like quartz. Here
erodes the stomach like unreturned
phone calls and the slow crawl of yesterday.
You don’t know aspen roots can raise
the ground like varicose veins in legs,
can take root in you, too.
You don’t know yet
how hard it is to pull a tree out
of the ground—that this tree cannot be
replanted next to stagnant southern
rivers or any coastal longing. Here,
the dog won’t let you sleep. His golden
fur warms you, turns your eyes
wine-drunk evening red. He will place
his muzzle to your neck, let you pet
his lion chest, but he won’t stop
the train of grief from first dog,
early life. He won’t lie down
on the tracks that lead you back
and back.
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PRISCILLA ATKINS
Along the Wayside
I’m visualizing myself eating soluble fiber.
Certain restrictions apply (see back, for details).
She’s going to move to a brand new state.
It’s warmer there and everything will be different.
No one’s named Jerry these days, and who counts
anyway. My husband dreamt I gave him a pink ‘56
Thunderbird, which he refused to drive.
When he woke up he called himself an idiot.
Interesting misread: “gay sex” morphing to
“gray sex.” Could you hang up my slippery blouse?
I’m no good with the fine print. Really, if you
give it a think: language must be terribly lonely.
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Bread & Broth
Dipping cottonswab bread into
chicken paprika,
raising it towards
mouth, chili-pepperoregano-flecked
juice slips onto
knuckle, runs down
bottom lip, finger
catches, jerks wet
litter from chin to
cheek. Suddenly
I am my aging mother,
hapless, in need. Day
darkens: my dead,
irritated father. Every
small pathetic thing
undoing me.
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